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We’ll monitor and 
control your business  
premises remotely  
to improve on-site safety

Our secure, cost-effective technology with advanced analytics 
reduces false alarms and offers an alternative to on-site  
monitoring solutions.

Product Overview

Easy integration with legacy CCTV  
systems 

Independent form any security  
company 

Reduced costs and increase ROI on site 

No collusion with on-site security

View cameras remotely with  
instant reset

Advanced Analytics provide 99%  
accurate incident detection

Guardian Eye Intelligent Guarding is a pioneering 
way in which CCTV installation is utilised to 
monitor and control business premises via a 
remote control room environment. Manned by 
professional industry accredited personnel, it 
provides immediate reaction to alarm incidents 
through public or directed IP communication to 
the actual site and by alerting armed response 
emergency services and the SAPS where 
applicable. In addition, full access control can be 
remotely conducted by our Guardian Eye Nerve 
Centre control room.

This includes Advanced Analytics, which is 
changing the face of threat detection with 

powerful machine learning technology that is fast, 
accurate and live in just five minutes. 

Our proprietary real-time video analytics solution 
puts you in the driver’s seat of threat management 
by allowing you to create powerful rules around 
any of your monitoring needs. Nobody knows your 
sites better than you do, that’s why our analytics 
engine is intuitive and fully customisable to 
ensure you detect the right threats for every site, 
camera, and customer - no coding or technical 
expertise required.



Smarter, better guarding 
with guaranteed  
service delivery

How it Works

guardianeye.co.za

Features and Benefits
Cost-effective
No need to build costly infrastructure and 
purchase additional equipment.
 
Independently run and managed
Results no on-site collusion or intimidation.
 
Operates 24/7/365 
No additional costs for extra employees, 
equipment or overtime.

Includes Advanced Analytics
This AI-driven solution reduces false alarms  
by up to 99%.
 
Scalable solutions available
Suitable for SMEs and Enterprises in need of 
advanced software options.
 
Immediate incident reporting and system  
health monitoring
Events are monitored and dealt with in real-time.
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